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1. Introduction 
 
Currently, four types of authentication techniques are used which are : 

 Token based authentication 
 Biometric based authentication 
 Knowledge based(KB) authentication 
 Mixed based authentication  

 
However, KB authentication is used widely. KB authentication consists of text based (alpha-numeric password) and graphical 
password (Picture based password). 
         This research is based on Graphical Password which uses cued click point (CCP) technique for authentication. The CCP 
method uses a series of images for click point password creation [1]. Here, user clicks on one point per image for a sequence of 
images. The next image is based on the previous click-point. Here, a small error is found out in the existing CCP which can be 
modified by using circular tolerance. Also number of image for password creation in CCP can be minimized which helps less 
memory requirement for storing images. 
The research is structured as follows: Section 2 covers related graphical password schemes, and relevant details. Section 3 
describes about the current cued click point graphical password, its limitation. Section 4 describes proposed cued click point 
graphical password. Section 5 describes about system implementation. Section 6 describes about the implementation result and 
comparison of proposed CCP graphical password to existing cued click point graphical password. At last, future scope of 
research that fall beyond the scope of this research are described. 
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Graphical password can be used as an alternative to text based (alphanumeric) password in which users click on images to set 
their passwords. Text based password uses username and password. So recalling of password is necessary which may be a 
difficult one. Images are generally easier to be remembered than text and in Graphical password; user can set images as their 
password. Therefore  graphical password has been proposed by many researchers as an alternative to text based password 
Graphical passwords can be applied to workstation, web log-in applications, ATM machines, mobile devices etc. This paper 
presents implementation of Cued click point (CCP) graphical password which uses circular tolerance. Then it is found that CCP 
with circular tolerance is better as compared to CCP with rectangular tolerance. 
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2. Background to the research 
 
Graphical password has been proposed as a possible alternative to text-based password. According to psychological study 
pictures (images) are generally easier to be remembered or recognized than text. The following related literatures are critically 
revised so as to provide contextual information which help in the proposed work. 
S. Wiedenbeck et al. [5] proposed pass-point graphical password scheme in which password consists of a sequence of five 
different click points on a given image. During password creation user can select any pixel in the image as a click-points and 
during authentication the user has to repeat the same sequence of clicks in correct order within a system defined tolerance square 
of original click-points. Pass-point used the robust discretization technique.  
S. Chaisson et al. [1][4] proposed cued click -point which was intended to reduce the HOTSPOT. CCP uses one click point on 
five different images instead of five click-points on one image. The next image to be displayed is based on previous click-point. 
While logging if user is unable to recognize the image then it automatically alters the user that their previous click point is 
incorrect and user can restart from beginning. S. Chaisson et al. [2] proposed Centred Discretization, a simpler discretization 
method for cued click point that eliminates false accepts and false rejects. It also allows for smaller tolerance regions without 
impacting the usability of the system. 
 
Ali Mohamed et al [7] proposed Recognition Based Graphical Password interface. Here author have presented “Graphical 
Password Prototype Design”. Its features is about ease of use, memorize, creation, learning and satisfaction. To create the 
password the user should choose three images and sort them as he want in some order and save them. While login, user selects 
only these images for authentication. 
  Uma D. Yadav, Prakash S. Mohod [3] proposed click based graphical password system that guides, helps and encourages the 
user for password selection. The system combines the Persuasive features with the cued click point to make authentication 
system more secure. Basically during password creation the part of an image which is less guessable is highlighted and user has 
to select the click-point within the highlighted portion. During Login, images are displayed normally and user has to select the 
click point as chosen at the time of password creation but this time highlighted portion is not present. 
 
3. Existing system 
As shown in Fig1 [1], each click results a next-image. This is nothing but a path to traverse a sequence of images. 

 
Fig 1- User navigates through images to form a CCP password. Each click determines the next image[1] 

3.1 Limitations in the Existing system 
 

 Large Memory Requirement to store images as compared to pass-point 
 Small marginal error in the algorithm due to use of rectangular tolerance 

 
3.1.1 Large memory requirement to store images 
Here, one user clicks on one point per image. So, other points or pixels are not included for that user, simply wastage of all point. 
Wastage of  all point in one image is nothing but wastage of this image. Suppose password length = 5 in cued click point method. 
So, first click on one point inside the first image, then next image come, then user repeats the same up to fifth click. So, 
alternatively user selects five images for password creation. As every user selects five images for their password, so number of 
images required to store in the server database increases. So, memory requirement increases. Whereas, in PassPoint; user uses 
five click points on one image. So, one image is sufficient for creating a password of length five rather five images. 
           Password space of both CCP and PassPoint are same but number of images used in CCP is very much more than that of 
PassPoint. Cued Click-Points (CCP) is the author’s proposed alternative to PassPoints as in PassPoint; HOTSPOTS arises which 
is then reduced by CCP. 
 
3.1.2 Small  error in the algorithm 
S.Chiasson, et al. [2] suggested 2D discretization algorithm to match click point which are entered at the login stage to the 
original click point which are selected at the registration stage. 
Let user clicks a point (x, y) pixel in an image in the registration stage. Let r is the tolerance in pixel, dx  and dy are offset in X 
axis  and Y axis respectively. ix  and iy are segment identifier in X axis  and Y axis respectively.  Then the system calculates the 
following-   
                ix = (int) (x-r)/(2*r)      dx = (int) (x-r)%(2*r) 
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iy = (int) (y-r)/(2*r)     dy = (int) (y-r)%(2*r) 
 
Let user clicks a point (x’, y’) pixel in an given image at the login stage. r is the tolerance in pixel which remains constant for 
both registration stage and login stage. Let dx’ and dy’ are offset in X axis  and Y axis respectively. ix’ and iy’ are segment identifier 
in X axis  and Y axis respectively.  Then the system calculates the following- 
 

ix’ = (int) (x’- dx)/(2*r) and  iy’ = (int) (y’- dy)/(2*r) 
 
If ix = ix’ & iy = iy’, then the click-point (x’, y’) at login stage is accepted otherwise authentication failure occurs. But, it was seen 
mathematically that, at the login stage there are some point in the image which are larger than the actual tolerance distance, but 
still these points are accepted. These types of points may be called as false accept point in CCP.   

 
Fig 2-Occurrence of false accepts in 2D centre discretization 
For example- 
Registration Phase 
Let user clicks a point (x, y)=(16,12) pixel in an given image. Then the system calculates the following in 2D centred 
discretization as follows – 
(x, y)=( 16 ,12 ) pixel r = 9 pixel 

ix = (16-9)/(2*9)                iy = (12-9)/(2*9) 
= 7/18=0                           = 3/18=0 

dx = (16-9)%18                dy = (12-9)%18 
=7%18=7                          =3%18=3 

Now (dx, dy ) =(7,3) is stored in the database. 
 
Login Phase 
Let user clicks a point (x’, y’)=(24,20) pixel in an given image. Then the system calculates the following in 2D centreed 
discretization - 
(x’, y’)=(24 ,21 ) pixel  

ix’ = (24- dx)/ (2*9 )                 iy’ = (21- dy)/(2*9) 
= (24-7)/ (2*9 )       =(20-3)/(2*9) 

= 17/18=0        = 17/18=0 
 

As ix = ix’ & iy = iy’, so the click-point (x’, y’) = (24, 21 ) pixel is accepted in 2D centred discretization where  
Let apply distance equation to the above- 

                [(x-x’) 2 + (y-y’) 2]1/2 = [(16-24)2 +(12-21)2 ]1/2 =12 > r(=9) 
 

So, 12 is is greater than the accepted tolerance r(=9), that means overall (24,21) click point is not the correct click point for 
authentication but it is accepted in 2D centred discretization algorithm. It occurs because false accepts is zero in 1-D space as that 
are within from the tolerance margin. However, since the same approach was suggested for the 2-D environment without further 
improvements, false acceptance occurs. When implementing centred discretization in a 2-D space, the tolerance shape is 
represented as a grid square. Hence, the tolerance distance (r) is not equal around the original click point. But if it is considered 
the shape as circle around the original click-point within tolerance margin or tolerance distance instead of grid square then this 
false accept can be avoided. Hence further formulas should extend centred discretization to avoid false accept. 
 
3.2 Suggest a modification in the existing system 
 
In CCP the image is divided into rectangular grids, that is why r is not equally distributed. But if the image is divided into 
circular grids, then r is equally distributed and this small error can be avoided. 
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Fig 3 – Circular tolerance 
 
If [(x-x’) 2 +(y-y’)2 ]1/2  <= r then (x’, y’) is within tolerance r and system accepts the entry. 
If [(x-x’) 2 + (y-y’) 2]1/2 > r then (x’, y’) is outside the tolerance r and system rejects the entry although it is located inside the grid 
square. In a more simplified manner the equation will be- 
(x-x’)2 +(y-y’)2   <= r2   
Let we examine (24, 21) point which is used at login phase in the existing CCP. 
[(x-x’) 2 + (y-y’) 2]1/2 = [(16-24)2 +(12-21)2 ]1/2 =12 > r(=9) 
So, 12 is greater than the accepted tolerance r(=9), so the click is rejected and authentication failure occurs. 
 
4. Proposed system 

 
4.1 Proposed System Flow Chart 

 

Fig  4- Flow chart of proposed system 
 
4.2 Calculating Password Space 
Password space is the total number of unique passwords that could be generated according to the system specifications. 
Let size of the image = w × h pixel, where w=width and h=height of the image 
Size (Area) of the circular tolerance=3.14(r+1)2, where r =tolerance in pixel 
So password space= [size of the image /tolerance area] n  , where n=password length 
          = [(w × h)/ 3.14(r+1)2] n numbers 
For example- 
Image size= 451 × 331 pixel, Tolerance(r) =9 pixel 
Password space= (451 × 331)/3.14× (9+1)2    
            =256 numbers  
 
5. Implementation 
 
5.1 System Parameter - The following system parameters are used in the coding. Fifty images are used for implementation and 
the images were collected from internet. 
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Table 1- List of parameters used with their values 
 

Parameter Values 
Tolerance(r) 9 pixel 

Circular tolerance size 3.14 × (9+1)2 pixel 

Image size 451×331 pixel 

Frame size 600 × 600 pixel 

Password length 5 

Time duration to see circular tolerance 1000ms 

6 Results and Discussion 
 

The proposed system is successfully implemented by using NETBIN IDE and ECLIPSE IDE. Then, snapshots are taken in step 
wise. The effect of different parameters; such as tolerance size, image size, password space, false accept point are numerically 
calculated under different boundary conditions. The numerical result for proposed system is compared with the existing system. 
6.1  Stepwise implementation result  

 
Login page 
The login interface is designed to login to the system. After entering username, then user clicks “click here button” to create 
graphical password. 4.1show the login interface for the system. 

 
Fig 5.1- Login interface 

Image Selection 
Then the system will direct the user to choose one image in the image selection interface as shown in Figure 4.2. In this interface 
there are ten images are shown on which user clicks on one selected image. 

 

Fig 5.2- Image selection interface 

 

Fig 5.3 -Selected image 
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First Click on 1st Image to display 2nd image 

 

Fig 5.4- first click on 1st image to display 2nd  image 

Image Displayed after First Click and again click a position on the displayed image to generate third image 

 

Fig 5.5-Second click on 2nd image to display 3rd image 

Image Displayed After Second Click and again click a position on the displayed image to generate fourth image 
 
Fourth Click on the third Image 

 

Fig 5.6- Third click on 3rd  image 

Fourth Click On 3rd  Image 

 

Fig 5.7- Fourth click on 3rd  image 
 

Then submit button is pressed in the login interface to submit the chosen password. Then message box indicate that the password 
has been saved. 
From the above snapshot, total number of images selected for the password length four is three. But it is five for the existing 
system with same password length. The decrease in two image is due to, two click points on the last image that is third image and 
no more image displayed after fourth click point. So, memory requirement in the image pool decreases with some extent. 
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Fig 5.8- Taking five user names and passwords and store it in the SQL D 
 
6.2 Numerical results 
Case 1 
Tolerance(r)=9 pixel, image size= 451 × 331 pixel ,password length=5 

 
             Table 6.1- CCP with rectangular tolerance and circular tolerance for r = 9 
 

CCP Tolerance area type Size 
(In pixel) 

Password space wrt the above 
image size 

% of false accept point wrt 
tolerance area 

 
rectangular (           ) 

 
19 × 19 

 
243 

 
13 

 
circular (        ) 

 
3.14 ×(9+1)2 

 
256 

 
0 

 Case 2 
Tolerance(r) = 6 pixel, image size= 451 × 331 pixel, password length=5 
 
Table 6.2- CCP with rectangular tolerance and circular tolerance for r=6 
 

CCP Tolerance area type  Size 
(In pixel) 

Password space wrt the above 
image size 

% of false accept point wrt 
tolerance area 

 
rectangular (          ) 

 
13 × 13 

 
248 

 
8.87 

 
Circular (         ) 

 
3.14 ×(6+1)2 

 
249 

 
0 

 
From the above two table, it is found that, password space of CCP with circular tolerance is higher than that of rectangular 
tolerance. The percentage of false accept point is calculated as: [(area of rectangular tolerance- area of circular tolerance) / area 
of rectangular tolerance]×100 The decrease of password space of rectangular tolerance is due to some error caused by false 
accepting point. The false accept point of rectangular tolerance can be avoided by circular tolerance. 
 
7 Conclusion and future work 
The proposed Cued Click Points is basically based on the nature of click point on the image and circular tolerance. The image 
and click point are one to one relation in nature till (n-2)th click point where n is the password length. Here, a password length of 
four uses three images where it is five image for the existing system. Numerical result shows that password space can be 
increased if circular tolerance is used in place of rectangular tolerance. Also, false accept point can be avoided if circular 
tolerance is used in the existing system. 
Pictures are easier to remember than text based password .So, now a days, it has seen that there is a growing interest in using 
graphical passwords as an alternative to the traditional text-based passwords. The proposed CCP can be used as an alternative to 
text based password in the application area like web login, ATM card application, mobile app etc. 

   Future scope of research that are not yet to be done in this research are-  
 

 Hash function can be used to display random image rather than predefined image for better security. 
 The system can be integrated to web application for authentication to access resources. 
 The system can be integrated to Mobile App with touch screen facility. 
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